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Biden’s Bizarre Statements on Gun Control Walked Back
by Press Secretary

AP Images

White House Press Secretary Karine Jean-
Pierre was forced to walk back and cover for
a bizarre rant her boss made on Monday. On
his return to Washington following a trip to
Uvalde, Texas, Biden said:

[While a senator] I sat with a trauma
doctor, and I asked him — I said,
“What’s the difference?” I said, “Why
are they dying?” And they showed me
x-rays. He said, “A .22-caliber bullet
will lodge in the lung, and we can
probably get it out, may be able to get
it, and save the life. A 9mm bullet
blows the lung out of the body.”

He followed this other-worldly comment with another:

So the idea of these high-caliber weapons is of — there’s simply no rational basis for it in
terms of thinking about self-protection, hunting.

He tripled down with this:

And remember, the Constitution, the Second Amendment was never absolute. You couldn’t
buy a cannon when the Second Amendment was passed. You couldn’t go out and purchase a
lot of weapons.

Ed Morrissey, senior editor at Hot Air, responded to the first canard: “Needless to say, a 9mm round
does not ‘blow the lung out of the body.’ That’s an idiotic claim to make on both ballistics and anatomy.”

As for the second, in the last decade, American citizens, exercising their Second Amendment rights to
keep and bear arms, purchased more than 15 million 9mm handguns. Not for one moment did they
consider their purchase irrational, especially in light of the rise in violent gun crime in Democrat-
controlled cities.

Thirdly, anyone knowing anything about the human body can safely conclude that Biden’s so-called visit
with a “trauma doctor” was conjured for political convenience.

White House Press Secretary Jean-Pierre was only partially successful in covering for her boss. When
she was asked, “Would … Biden ever consider a … restriction on handguns here?,” she answered, “He
does not support a ban on the sale of all handguns, to answer your question.”

As for the second canard uttered by the increasingly mentally deficient occupant of the Oval Office, she
said nothing. But fact-checkers have called out Biden for repeating the third lie about the Second
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Amendment, earning him Four Pinocchios from the Washington Post and a False label from PolitiFact
on three other occasions dating back to 2020. At the time the Second Amendment was added to the
Constitution, there was no intention by the Founders to limit possession of any form of firearm.

Such infringements began in earnest with passage of the National Firearms Act of 1934, under the
Democrat Roosevelt administration.

To repeat a lie when one knows it’s a lie is a form of mental illness. It’s called “pseudological fantastica”
or “mythomania,” a lifelong behavior pattern of making up elaborate stories about oneself; an urge,
wrote Dr. Dan Brennan at WebMD, “that [a person] can’t control.”

Oklahoma senatorial candidate Representativa Markwayne Mullin said that Biden has “no idea of what
he’s talking about,” adding that “the 9mm is the most popular self-defense round in America and the
caliber of choice for his own Secret Service.”

Georgia Republican Representative Austin Scott said that Biden’s bizarre claims are “proof that Biden
has absolutely no idea what he’s talking about,” while Representative Greg Murphy (R-N.C.) added,
“It’s unfathomable that our commander-in-chief is this out of touch with the American people.”
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